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The Philosophy of Rudolf Carnap 1991
the first volume of the library of living philosophers llp appeared in 1939
the brainchild of the late professor paul a schilpp schilpp saw that it
would help to eliminate confusion and endless sterile disputes over
interpretation if great philosophers could be confronted by their capable
philosophical peers and asked to reply as well as a number of critical
essays with the chosen philosopher s replies to each essay each volume
would include an intellectual autobiography and an up to date
bibliography the llp series has exceeded even schilpp s expectations
enabling great philosophers to do more than clarify by extending and
elaborating their thoughts a volume in the library of living philosophers is
not merely a commentary on a philosopher s work it is a critical part of
that work

Erkenntnis Orientated: A Centennial
Volume for Rudolf Carnap and Hans
Reichenbach 2012-12-06
rudolf carnap was born on may 18 1891 and hans reichenbach on
september 26 in the same year they are two of the greatest philosophers
of this century and they are eminent representatives of what is perhaps
the most powerful contemporary philosophical movement moreover they
founded the journal erkenntnis this is ample reason for presenting on
behalf of erkenntnis a collection of essays in honor of them and their
philosophical work i am less sure however whether it is a good time for
resuming their philosophical impact their work still is rather part than
historical basis of the present philosophical melting pot their basic
philosophical theses have currently it may seem not so high a standing
but their impact can be seen in numerous detailed issues they have
opened or pushed forward lively fields of research which are still very
actively pursued not only within philosophy but also in many neighboring
disciplines whatever the present balance of opinions about their
philosophical ideas there is something even more basic in their
philosophy than their tenets which is as fresh as stimulating as
exemplary as ever i have in mind their way of philosophizing their
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conception of how to do philosophy it is always a good time for
reinforcing that conception and if this volume would manage to do so it
would fully serve its purpose

The Philosophy of Rudolf Carnap 1963
part of a series of studies of contemporary philosophers this volume
focuses on rudolf carnap

Language, Truth and Knowledge
2003-09-30
this collection will prove a valuable resource for our understanding of the
historic carnap and the living philosophical issues with which he grappled
it arose out of a symposium on carnap s work vienna 2001 with essays by
graham h bird jaakko hintikka ilkka niiniluoto jan wolenski this volume
will interest graduate students of the philosophy of language and logic as
well as professional philosophers historians of analytic philosophy and
philosophically inclined logicians

Rudolf Carnap: Early Writings 2019-06-25
rudolf carnap 1891 1970 is generally acknowledged to have been one of
the central figures of twentieth century philosophy he was the leading
philosopher of the vienna circle a group that was central to the
international movement known as logical empiricism which pursued the
goal of making philosophy scientific and eliminating metaphysics that
went beyond the limits of what humans can coherently comprehend
carnap was not only well versed in this area of thought but also contrary
ideas he interacted philosophically with gottlob frege bertrand russell
ludwig wittgenstein edmund husserl and martin heidegger and in his
formative years he was influenced by the positivists mach and ostwald
neo kantians such as cassirer and natorp and husserl s phenomenology
interest in logical empiricism waned in the decades following carnap s
death but was revived towards the end of the twentieth century the wave
of new scholarship that resulted identified carnap as far more subtle and
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interesting than was previously understood the complete fourteen
volume edition of carnap s published writings builds upon these more
recent interpretations of his philosophy this first book contains carnap s
early publications up until 1928 none of which have previously been
translated from their original german the introduction and notes place
the text in the relevant scientific and historical contexts in addition to
explaining obscure references or outdated notation and terminology
carnap s neo kantian origins are more obvious in these works than in his
later writings and the overall figure which emerges from this volume is a
very different carnap to the caricature that many philosophers will know

Rudolf Carnap, Logical Empiricist
2014-11-14
this institute s yearbook for the most part documents its recent activities
and provides a forum for the discussion of exact philosophy logical and
empirical investigations and analysis of language this volume holds a
collection of papers on various aspects of the work of rudolf carnap by an
international group of distinguished scholars

Rudolf Carnap and the Legacy of Logical
Empiricism 2012-02-23
rudolf carnap and w v quine two of the twentieth century s most
important philosophers corresponded at length and over a long period of
time on matters personal professional and philosophical their friendship
encompassed issues and disagreements that go to the heart of
contemporary philosophic discussions carnap 1891 1970 was a founder
and leader of the logical positivist school the younger quine 1908 began
as his staunch admirer but diverged from him increasingly over questions
in the analysis of meaning and the justification of belief that they
remained close relishing their differences through years of
correspondence shows their stature both as thinkers and as friends the
letters are presented here in full for the first time the substantial
introduction by richard creath offers a lively overview of carnap s and
quine s careers and backgrounds allowing the nonspecialist to see their
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writings in historical and intellectual perspective creath also provides a
judicious analysis of the philosophical divide between them showing how
deep the issues cut into the discipline and how to a large extent they
remain unresolved

Logic and Language 2013-03-09
stimulating thought provoking text by one of the 20th century s most
creative philosophers makes accessible such topics as probability
measurement and quantitative language causality and determinism
theoretical laws and concepts more

Dear Carnap, Dear Van 2023-11-15
available for the first time in 20 years here are two important works from
the 1920s by the best known representative of the vienna circle in the
logical structure of the world carnap adopts the position of
methodological solipsism and shows that it is possible to describe the
world from the immediate data of experience in his pseudoproblems in
philosophy he asserts that many philosophical problems are meaningless

An Introduction to the Philosophy of
Science 1995-01-17
as a leading member of the vienna circle rudolph carnap s aim was to
bring about a unified science by applying a method of logical analysis to
the empirical data of all the sciences this work first published in english
in 1934 endeavors to work out a way in which the observation
statements required for verification are not private to the observer the
work shows the strong influence of wittgenstein russell and frege

The Logical Structure of the World 2003
first published in 2000 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company
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The Philosophy of Rudolf Carnap 1963
clear comprehensive and rigorous treatment develops the subject from
elementary concepts to the construction and analysis of relatively
complex logical languages hundreds of problems examples and exercises
1958 edition

The Unity of Science 2013-05-13
this book is valuable as expounding in full a theory of meaning that has
its roots in the work of frege and has been of the widest influence the
chief virtue of the book is its systematic character from frege to quine
most philosophical logicians have restricted themselves by piecemeal
and local assaults on the problems involved the book is marked by a
genial tolerance carnap sees himself as proposing conventions rather
than asserting truths however he provides plenty of matter for argument
anthony quinton hibbert journal

Logical Syntax of Language 2014-06-23
rudolf carnap 1891 1970 was the most important philosopher of the
movement known as logical empiricism or logical positivism still the basis
of much modern analytic philosophy it was long thought that this
movement had been destroyed by the polemics of quine popper and
kuhn but recently leading philosophers have been re appraising this
verdict it is no longer universally agreed that quine or popper won their
disputes with carnap and some have now been arguing that kuhn s ideas
are as carnap himself thought perfectly compatible with logical
empiricism this volume presents the latest contributions to this
discussion from both sides and adds a number of new voices who look at
carnap from a more international point of view bringing out for instance
the roots of his thought in continental neo kantianism and dilthey s
lebensphilosophie and stressing his deep commitment to political and
cultural change carnap grew up in jena and in his student days was an
active member there of the utopian sera group part of the german youth
movement at the same time he was one of frege s few students and was
deeply influenced by him
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Introduction to Symbolic Logic and Its
Applications 2012-07-12
this book is a major contribution to the history of analytic philosophy in
general and of logical positivism in particular it provides the first detailed
and comprehensive study of rudolf carnap one of the most influential
figures in twentieth century philosophy the focus of the book is carnap s
first major work der logische aufbau der welt the logical structure of the
world it reveals tensions within the context of german epistemology and
philosophy of science in the early twentieth century alan richardson
argues that carnap s move to philosophy of science in the 1930s was
largely an attempt to dissolve the tension in his early epistemology this
book fills a significant gap in the literature on the history of twentieth
century philosophy it will be of particular importance to historians of
analytic philosophy philosophers of science and historians of science

Logic and Language 2010-12-25
it is not inacurate to say that from 1928 to 1936 carnap was a member of
the vienna circle even though during this period he was not always
present in vienna during this years which spanned roughly the period
from the aufbauto testability and meaning he worked or at least
discussed frequently with the members of the group however
traditionally it has been difficult to form a proper view of the
development of carnap s ideas throughout this period mainly because of
three errors which have persisted in the commonly accepted historical
interpretation of carnap and the vienna circle emphasis on the circle as a
unit rather than a collective of individuals insistence on verificationism as
the defining characteristic of logical positivism and the systematic
abstraction of the work of the circle from its historical context as against
this historically distorted image this book argues for an alternative
reading evaluating the different influences on carnap of schlick
wittgenstein neurath and popper and making sense of carnap s evolution
from physicalism to phenomenalism and the syntactic point of view
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Meaning and Necessity 1988-02-15
rudolf carnap 1891 1970 is widely regarded as one of the most important
philosophers of the twentieth century born in germany and later a us
citizen he was a founder of the philosophical movement known as logical
empiricism he was strongly influenced by a number of different
philosophical traditions including the legacies of both kant and husserl
and also by the german youth movement the first world war in which he
was wounded and decorated and radical socialism this book places his
central ideas in a broad cultural political and intellectual context showing
how he synthesised many different currents of thought to achieve a
philosophical perspective that remains strikingly relevant in the twenty
first century its rich account of a philosopher s response to his times will
appeal to all who are interested in the development of philosophy in the
twentieth century

Carnap Brought Home 2004
proceedings of the 1970 second biennial meeting of the philosophy of
science association boston fall 1970

Carnap's Construction of the World 1998
first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company

Logic and Language. Studies Dedicated to
Professor Rudolf Carnap on the Occasion of
His Seventieth Birthday 1962
this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which
commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact
drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality
peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand
technology this title was originally published in 1977
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Carnap and the Vienna Circle 1994
my endeavour in these pages is to explain the main features of the
method of philosophizing which we the vienna circle use and by using try
to develop further it is the method of the logical analysis of science or
more precisely of the syntactical analysis of scientific language the
purpose of the book as of the lectures is to give a first impression of our
method and of the direction of our questions and investigations to those
who are not yet acquainted with them from the preface

Foundations of Logic and Mathematics
1965
this book explores the major themes of carnap s philosophy and
discusses his relationship with the vienna circle

Carnap and Twentieth-Century Thought
2007-12-13
twenty nine collected essays represent a critical history of shakespeare s
play as text and as theater beginning with samuel johnson in 1765 and
ending with a review of the royal shakespeare company production in
1991 the criticism centers on three aspects of the play the love
friendship debate

PSA 1970 1971
this open access volume is based on the early carnap in context
workshop that took place in konstanz in 2017 and looks at rudolf carnap s
philosophy documented in his recently released diaries from a
combination of historical cultural and philosophical perspectives it
enables further evaluation of the diaries and traces newly found
interrelationships and their systematic definition from a cultural and
historical point of view logical empiricism and carnap s pivotal opus the
logical structure of the world did not evolve in a vacuum this applies
equally in a history of philosophy context as well as under consideration
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of contemporary historical and cultural influences such as the socio
cultural setting in vienna and prague the correlation between logical
empiricism and bauhaus modernism the connection to the life reform
movement or the youth movement with its own life philosophy pursuing
carnap s progression on a micro level of history and referring the results
back to carnap s philosophy is now facilitated by recent access to his
diaries from 1908 1935 these shorthand records reading lists travel
reports and notes constitute a valuable source for the research of
networks and social movements which left their mark on him

Early Writings 2008-11-01
by looking at frege s lectures on logic through the eyes of the young
carnap this book casts new light on the history of logic and analytic
philosophy as two introductory essays by gottfried gabriel and by erich h
reck and steve awodey explain carnap s notes allow us to better
understand frege s deep influence on carnap and analytic philosophy as
well as the broader philosophical matrix from which both continental and
analytic styles of thought emerged in the 20th century book jacket

Logical Empiricism at Its Peak 1996
this open access volume is based on the early carnap in context
workshop that took place in konstanz in 2017 and looks at rudolf carnap s
philosophy documented in his recently released diaries from a
combination of historical cultural and philosophical perspectives it
enables further evaluation of the diaries and traces newly found
interrelationships and their systematic definition from a cultural and
historical point of view logical empiricism and carnap s pivotal opus the
logical structure of the world did not evolve in a vacuum this applies
equally in a history of philosophy context as well as under consideration
of contemporary historical and cultural influences such as the socio
cultural setting in vienna and prague the correlation between logical
empiricism and bauhaus modernism the connection to the life reform
movement or the youth movement with its own life philosophy pursuing
carnap s progression on a micro level of history and referring the results
back to carnap s philosophy is now facilitated by recent access to his
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diaries from 1908 1935 these shorthand records reading lists travel
reports and notes constitute a valuable source for the research of
networks and social movements which left their mark on him

Two Essays on Entropy 2023-11-15
the continuing philosophical interest in the famous protocol sentence
debate in the vienna circle of logical positivists is to a large measure due
to the focus on the epistemological issues in the dispute and the neglect
of differences among the leading players in their philosophical views of
logic and language in protocols truth and convention the current
understanding of the debate is advanced by developing the
contemporaneous views of logic and language held by the principal
disputants rudolf carnap and moritz schlick it is argued largely on the
basis of unpublished manuscripts and correspondence that despite
apparent differences in their respective conceptions of language there
are nonetheless striking similarities particularly with respect to the
conventionality of language nonetheless one key issue concerning the
syntacticism inherent in carnap s early thirties philosophy separates the
two viewpoints in the clash over protocols finally it is argued that carnap
s syntacticism is untenable a conclusion that carnap himself finally
reached in the closing exchanges of the protocol sentence controversy

Philosophy and Logical Syntax 1935
rudolf carnap 1891 1970 and w v o quine 1908 2000 have long been
seen as key figures of analytic philosophy who are opposed to each other
due in no small part to their famed debate over the analytic synthetic
distinction this volume of new essays assembles for the first time a
number of scholars of the history of analytic philosophy who see carnap
and quine as figures largely sympathetic to each other in their
philosophical views the essays acknowledge the differences which exist
but through their emphasis on carnap and quine s shared assumption
about how philosophy should be done that philosophy should be
complementary to and continuous with the natural and mathematical
sciences our understanding of how they diverge is also deepened this
volume reshapes our understanding not only of carnap and quine but of
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the history of analytic philosophy generally

The Philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead
1971

The Cambridge Companion to Carnap
2007-12-20

Introduction to Semantics 1942

Decline and Obsolescence of Logical
Empiricism 1996

Der Junge Carnap in Historischem Kontext:
1918-1935 2021

Frege&s lectures on logic 2004

Testability & Meaning 1954

Der junge Carnap in historischem Kontext:
1918–1935 / Young Carnap in an Historical
Context: 1918–1935 2021-05-12
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Protocols, Truth and Convention
2022-05-16

Intro Philos Science 1974-06-06

In Memory of Rudolf Carnap 1971-12-31

The Philosophical Project of Carnap and
Quine 2023
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